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Work packages 

• Implementation of a POMDP reinforcement learning system 

• Comparison of learner to traditional brute-force model extraction 

• Analysis of the effect of dynamic rewards on learner performance 

• Documentation and result presentation 

• Optional: Implementation of a dual-learner system separating system dynamics and rewards 

• Optional: Comparison of standard-/dual-learner system and different parameter sets 
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Context 

The ICVR works in the field of assistance systems, helping users make decisions based on modeling and 

optimization under uncertainty. As part of the KTI project “WtE – Commercial Optimizer” an intelligent 

assistant is being developed. Because a power plant is rewarded for power output depending on current 

market conditions, an intelligent assistant must be able to take such a dynamic reward model into 

consideration, so as to optimally manage a plant under changing market conditions. A model representing 

this system must thus be able to cope both with a large state-, observation and action-space as well as 

with a dynamic reward model. 
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Methodology 

Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes are a useful construct for intelligent decision making under 

uncertainty. The manual definition of transition probabilities, observation probabilities and rewards for 

systems with large state-, observation- and actions-spaces as well as complex reward models is however 

rarely possible and even then extremely error-prone and time-consuming. Additionally statically defined 

models, even if automatically built, are not able to correctly represent systems with dynamic system 

dynamics. Reinforcement learning provides a basis for both building initial models and adapting these over 

time. This thesis applies the methods of reinforcement learning to the optimization of a real-world problem. 

Requirements 

We are looking for students, who would like to work at industrial driven projects in small research teams. 

Understanding of AI and in particular POMDPs, programming skills (MATLAB, Python), simulation and 

modeling skills, as well the will to break into the given problem, develop solutions, and solve problems 

pro-actively are required. Fulfilling the common academic processing is mandatory. You will document 

and present your results to the institutes’ members in a 20 minute mid-term and final session. 

Contents 

This thesis will evaluate the applicability of reinforcement learning of POMDPs to the problem of optimizing 

the power production of Waste-to-Energy plants. A prototype learner will be implemented and compared to 

existing brute force POMDP extraction tools. Learning performance will be evaluated using an existing 

Simulink plant model. 

 


